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ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION

The deep ocean and its benthic communities remain relatively un-impacted by anthropogenic influences when compared to shallower marine habitats. As marine technology has developed and spread in recent decades, the obstacles of depth, pressure, and oxygen limitation have become surmountable, and this has exposed the deep sea to the exploitation and extraction that was previously confined to the terrestrial environment. Now, the deep seems a burgeoning frontier for rare mineral mining, deep-sea waste disposal, and carbon-sequestration dumping (Ahnert et al., 2000). These, in addition to the mounting effects of climate change, ocean acidification, long-term heating, and pollution, pose a looming threat to the well-being of the deep sea benthos (Morato et al., 2020).

The inaccessibility of the deep seafloor does not make this habitat any less vital to global functions. The CO₂ naturally sequestered by the ocean can be locked away for millennia within the deep benthos, but this process relies on the uninterrupted functions of the organisms that make up its biological pump (Devries, 2022). As beacons of high relative biodiversity, deep seamounts offer habitat to many of these organisms. Some of the main discourses on seamounts propose that seamounts have high endemicity and are therefore ecologically distinct from the surrounding seafloor (the seamount endemicity hypothesis, SMEH) and others suggest the near opposite, that seamounts are nursing grounds and larval dispersal sources that seed the ocean benthos. Irrespective of an individual seamount’s nuances in function, seamounts are dense, diverse, havens for commercially important and slow-growing species (McClain et al., 2009).
Foundation species like *Paragorgia arborea* (found at Sur Ridge) which provide habitat for seamount organisms will soon experience the destruction and habitat loss of its shallower cousins and may experience extinction before the end of the century (Morato et al., 2020). Unlike the hard-structured coral reefs of the coastal tropics, wherein long-deteriorated baselines have made it difficult to understand the ecological structure of these habitats before major anthropogenic influence (Bradley et al., 2017) these seamount coral environments are at the precipice of major change. This paper characterizes the faunal structure of Sur Ridge, a seamount in the Northern Pacific, in order to gain insight into its ecological makeup, understand how its topography influences faunal distribution, and comprehend what factors influence its biodiversity. This contributes to creating an ecological baseline for the deep benthos habitat as a future of disturbance makes it uncertain, and it is an endeavor to influence the rising need for seamount conservation.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**
I. DATA COLLECTION

MOSAIC
In October 2020, the MBARI ultra-resolution low altitude survey system (LASS) was mounted to the MBARI’s Doc Ricketts ROV and utilized to create a composite image mosaic of a section of the North Flat of Sur Ridge. The LASS captured stereo-photographic color images of the benthic terrain and any incident organisms with 2.5 mm resolution. It also used a multi-beam sonar imaging system with 5 cm resolution to survey corresponding bathymetry. [a separate, mounted ROV camera captured video corresponding to the route of the ROV]. The images were compiled into a single, compound-image mosaic that corresponds to the bathymetric sonar-generated map. This mosaic allowed for the analysis of faunal distribution in relation to benthic topography.

VIDEO TRANSECTS
Between June 2014 and December 2021, the MBARI ROV Doc Ricketts aboard the Western Flyer was used to film transects of Sur Ridge. Alternating zoomed-in (1m wide) and wide transects videos were taken. The videos along with the corresponding measurements of depth, oxygen concentration, temperature, and light transmission were stored, annotated, and reviewed on MBARI’s Video Annotation and Reference System (VARS), an annotation database which holds all organismal and topographical observations made using MBARI ROV footage. Light transmission data was omitted from analysis due to variability in the ROV increasing turbidity.

II. ANNOTATION

MOSAIC
The program ArcMap from ArcGIS was utilized to divide the image mosaic into 125 grids. Thirty-five grids were randomly selected for annotation, 26 of which were used for analysis. The accompanying ROV video footage was referenced in the placement of points over each identifiable organism, denoting them spatially. Each organism was assigned to its most identifiable taxonomic designation using the Sur Ridge Field Guide [source] as reference. Organisms which could not be identified to a corresponding taxa within the guide were catalogued and given a general taxonomic designation and assigned a number or morphology. (i.e. Porifera sp. 5 or Actiniaria bright yellow). Fish and other highly mobile organisms that were present in the ROV footage but not recorded in the mosaic were not denoted in ArcMap. Sessile organisms that were present in the ROV footage but not recorded in the mosaic due to [threading] error were denoted in ArcMap.
The Benthic Terrain Modeler (BTM) of ArcMap was used to create increase the cell size of the [mosaic] from 5cm into an aggregate 10cm. This aggregate was then utilized to calculate the slope, aspect, ruggedness, and curvature (slope of slope) of the North Flat terrain, then assigned to their corresponding species points. The data was then extracted by table and assembled/condensed in Excel before moving to RStudio for analysis.

VIDEO TRANSECTS
Of the total transects recorded, 25 wide transects and 20 zoomed-in transects were selected for full annotation. Trained annotators analyzed transect footage in VARS and identified each organism by its most identifiable taxonomic designation using the Sur Ridge Field Guide [source] as reference. Organisms which could not be identified to a corresponding taxa within the guide were catalogued and given a general taxonomic designation and assigned a number or morphology. The same designations were used in the mosaic and video transect annotations. Once transects were fully annotated, they were queried from the VARS databank and the first 50m were used of each transect for uniformity in area. Each of the wide transect videos was separately measured three times to give a rough estimate of the transect’s average width and area.

The data was queried from VARS and arranged into matrixes in Excel before moving to RStudio for analysis. The transect latitudes and longitudes at each observation were imported into ArcMap and laid over a terrain model of Sur Ridge. BTM was used to make a 20m aggregate of the Sur Ridge map to account for placement error with coordinates. This aggregate was used to calculate the slope, aspect, ruggedness, and curvature (slope of slope) of Sur Ridge, then assigned to their corresponding species points. The data was then extracted by table and assembled/condensed in Excel before moving to RStudio for analysis.

III. ANALYSIS
MOSAIC
Tables of the extracted North Flat data were condensed in R such that only organisms with at least 2 observations were included. Averages of each taxa’s corresponding curvature, aspect, ruggedness, and slope were calculated and plotted as dot charts in RStudio. An ANOVA and Tukey post hoc test were completed for each variable to find species significantly different from
the others. The data was also arranged by transect and their averages were calculated and plotted along with their ANOVA tests.

VIDEO TRANSECTS

Video transect data were arranged into species matrixes of density using their estimated areas. Both wide and zoomed transects were utilized to generate rarefaction curves to analyze the effectiveness of sampling at Sur Ridge. The transects were organized into dendrograms by transect type and both were split into 4 groups, then an analysis of similarity (Anosim test in R) was performed on them, denoting them as significantly different. This analysis produced the taxa which had the most influence over the difference between the groups, the first two most influential taxa for each comparison, these taxa were recorded. The taxa were paired with their associated group. These groups were color coded and then used to produce two PCAs analyses. PCA and MDS plots were generated from the data to analyze [what factors or species most influenced structure]. Simpson indexes were calculated for both transect types and dendrograms were created using Hellinguer distance. The BTM data was used to calculate the average curvature, aspect, ruggedness, slope, oxygen concentration, depth, and temperature for each taxa and transect separately. These data were divided into categories of “sponge”, “coral”, and “crustacean” and used to make both dot charts and boxplots. ANOVA and post hoc tests were performed on each category to find those species significantly different from others. Both tests were also performed on the transect data.

RESULTS

I. VIDEO TRANSECTS

Approximately 290 taxa were identified across Sur Ridge. The rarefaction curves generated for both wide and zoomed transects (Fig. 3), suggest that there may be more species to sample at Sur Ridge as both plots lacking a distinct asymptote. The diversity indices displayed in Table 1 produce a Simpson average of 0.8430 and 0.8657 for the wide and zoomed-in transects respectively. The Shannon index averages were 2.62 for the wide transects and 2.73 for the zoomed-in transects. Both indices are relatively similar between both transect types and indicate relatively high diversity across all transects.
Figure 3: Rarefaction and accumulation curve assessments for Sur Ridge transects. Each generated average rarefaction curve is calculated based on the 100 permutations visualized in grey dashes. The accumulation curves were based on the species matrixes produced from the queried VARS data.
Table 1: Simpson and Shannon indices of both transect types with included averages.

The habitat groups produced by the Anosim based on the transect dendrograms (Fig. 4) are visualized in two-dimensions within the PCAs (Fig. 5). These groups can reasonably be used to describe distinct faunal communities on the ridge. The taxa of influence described in the Anosim are present in the PCAs, influencing the same groups as they were in the dendrograms, however, there are exceptions with wide transect group red which was mostly influenced by the tunicate cnemidocarpa in the dendrograms but shown near Actiniaria sp. 6 in the PCAs. Wide transect group blue was shown to be influenced by Chionoecetes tanneri (tanner crab) in both plots, but the sponge Heterochone calyx was also present grouped near blue in the PCA. The
species *Asbestopluma monticola* was influential both within the wide transect cyan and the zoomed transect yellow.
Figure 4: Dendrograms of faunal similarity for both transect types. The taxa of influence associated with each group are placed above their color-coded circles.

Figure 5: Plot of principle component analysis for the groups of both transect types. The color codes used here are the same as those used in the dendrograms. Proximity of dots to arrows indicates the taxa (arrows) that contribute the most to the difference between transect groups (each dot represents a transect). The length of each arrow is correlated to the strength the species contribution to the variance in the data.
The topographical average preferences of each sponge and coral taxa (Figs 6 and 7) suggest some significantly different species. The ANOVA tests performed on the sponge and coral taxa returned p-values that were less than the alpha of 0.05 for every variable, meaning that each there was at least one sponge and one coral that were significantly different from the others in figures 6 and 7.
Figure 6: Dot Charts of benthic terrain variable averages for the identified sponge taxa of Sur Ridge. Each sponge average is represented by a dot. The red lines represent the average value of the variable for all sponge taxa.

Figure 7: Dot Charts of benthic terrain variable averages for the identified coral taxa of Sur Ridge. Each coral average is represented by a dot. The red lines represent the average value of the variable for all coral taxa.
The transect terrain variable averages display a relatively even sample of all variable ranges (Fig 8).

**Figure 8: Dot Charts of benthic terrain variable averages for each transect on Sur Ridge.** Here the wide and zoomed-in transect data was combined. Each transect average is represented by a dot. The red line represents the transect depth average.

II. MOSAIC DATA
The topographical preferences of each North Flat taxa (Fig. 9) suggest some significantly different species. The ANOVA tests performed on these data indicated that at least one species in each variable was significantly different from the others.

Figure 9: Dots charts of the variable averages for the identified taxa of the North Flat.

The grid terrain variable averages display a general and accurate description of the North Flat.
Figure 10: Image Mosaic of the North Flat with color-coded broad topographical habitats. The dark blue ("tall rocks" habitat) indicates the presence of large boulders and complex topography, the medium blue ("rubble" habitat) indicates a rugged benthos of smaller rocks, and the light blue ("mud flat" habitat) indicates a mostly silt benthos.
Figure 11: Figure 8: Dot Charts of benthic terrain variable averages for each grid of the North Flat.

DISCUSSION

The ecological make-up of Sur Ridge is relatively uniformly diverse, though more samples may reveal more species and wider array of potential habitats. Both the wide and zoomed transect types produced similar diversity and sampling data, indicating that they are equally sufficient measures of diversity on Sur Ridge.

These data can be used in conjunction to describe the geomorphological preferences of Sur Ridge species and further assessment could help define the ecological role of these taxa within precisely-defined faunal communities. Exemplarily, post-hoc assessment of the video transect data shows that the *Lillipathes, S. kofoidi, Acanthagorgia*, and *Desmophyllum* taxa are significantly different from most of the other corals in both depth and ruggedness, indicating that these taxa prefer significantly deeper and more rugged geomorphology than other species. This may suggest the possibility that these corals are foundation species in the areas of Sur Ridge with these parameters. Assessing this with the transect averages, transect 9 sits at an average depth of 1300m and a ruggedness value of about 0.10, both of which are similar to the Lillipathes’ averages. In fact, this transect is where most of the Lillipathes corals were identified. This
location is to the north of Sur Ridge in the deeper slope near the North Flat. This is corroborated on the image mosaic of the North Flat, where the Lillipathes was relatively abundant.

Among the sponges, *A. monticola* was influential for two faunal community groups (cyan and yellow), though its averages in each of the benthic terrain variables were not significantly different from most other sponges. This may indicate that it acts as a metropolitan foundation species, as it prefers the typical geomorphology of Sur Ridge and has influence over both smaller and larger organismal faunal groups. *Porifera sp. 5* (the designation given to a small encrusting sponge taxa) is influential over faunal group yellow, but its average depth is significantly deeper than most other sponges. It was not significantly different in its ruggedness, curvature, or slope. This may indicate that it is foundational or influential in faunal communities where *A. monticola* is not, perhaps representing its deeper counterpart.

These differences along depth and the variances between the bulk of faunal communities on Sur Ridge’s peaks from its deeper flats may indicate that there is a strong influence of depth over faunal structure. These descriptions of ridge-wide communities were made with 20m$^2$ estimations, so the distinctiveness of these faunal communities is less certain, for greater detail we turned to the analysis of the image mosaic data.

Among the species whose topographical averages were recorded on the North Flat, the *Paragorgia arborea* proved significantly greater in curvature and slope. This quantifies the species’ preference for tall rocks and distinctive convex edges from which to gain the best flow-rate for its polyps. The *Sebastolobus* taxa (thornyhead rockfish) saw little difference between the distribution of its adult and juvenile forms. This taxa was also not significantly different from the bulk of the species data, suggesting its role as a metropolitan organism.

The mosaic image data gives a highly-detailed general description of Sur Ridge’s North Flat and provides more certainty in its averages. The differences in distributions of the species provide evidence that there are distinct “microhabitats” even within an area of 100x100m. The “tall rocks” habitat had high associations with large-bodied corals and anemones and it differed from the “rubble” and “mud flat” habitats’ associations with small encrusting sponges. The *Paragorgia arborea* was more abundant in the “tall rocks” habitat, suggesting that it might prefer this microhabitat or that this microhabitat is can be characterized by Paragorgia.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our observations of Sur Ridge suggest that there are distinct habitats and or faunal communities within the area of Sur Ridge that can be seen distinctly even within a 100 by 100 meter area, and that certain foundation species (like the Paragorgia *arborea*) have significantly different geomorphological preferences. This knowledge comprises a baseline for describing the faunal distribution of Sur Ridge. Further and wider-ranging sampling at Sur Ridge could elaborate on a more complete understanding of this baseline and could provide a distinct categorization of these potential faunal communities within space and depth. The influence of depth on faunal community could be further explored with multiple mosaics completed along one of Sur Ridge’s slopes and assessed for change in community structure. This would provide a better evaluation of if the communities are more influenced by depth or latitude change.

Greater utilization and more wide-spread creation of high-resolution mosaics could also provide greater insight into the distinctiveness of these Sur Ridge faunal communities. At a selection of depths and areas across the ridge, potential mosaics could further detail the community structures of each transect group and lead to habitat categorization. The knowledge of the location and characteristics of distinct habitats across multiple seamounts in the region including Davidson Seamount could support conservation within the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary and facilitate the placement of “no-take” or other MPAs over benthic habitats with favorable conditions for foundation species like the *P. arborea*.

It is worth mentioning that though the taxa “Porifera” was influential for transect group violet, the near 1200 organisms labeled “Porifera” were not given morphological or numerical designations allowing them to be distinguished from the approximately 30 other porifera designations identified across Sur Ridge. This is a potential cause of uncertainty within the data and future research should ensure that taxa are designated as specifically as possible. Finally, the discrepancies in species present in the Anosim assessment and PCA plots could be due to the convention used to denote the circle size on the PCA, but further assessment could be warranted.
Increased efforts in the sampling of seamounts for conservation purposes is highly recommended.
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